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MATTEO FOSSI, born in Florence in 1978, studied piano and chamber music at the Scuola
di Musica di Fiesole from his early childhood, graduating at Ferrara conservatory with top
marks. Among his most important teachers were Tiziano Mealli, Piero Farulli, Maria Tipo
and Pier Narciso Masi. After graduation he attended master classes with Alexander
Lonquich, the Trio di Milano, Mstsislav Rostropovich, Maurizio Pollini (at Accademia
Chigiana di Siena). Very active as a concert performer since a very young age, he is now
considered one of the most important Italian chamber music performers. He has always
played in a duo with the violinist Lorenza Borrani (with whom he distinguished himself in
some of the most important international competitions) and in 2005 he graduated at the
Accademia di Imola with the Master “absolutely best formation of the last decade”. In 1995
he founded the Quartetto Klimt, one of the leading chamber music groups in Italy and since
a couple of years ago has been playing in a piano duo with Marco Gaggini with whom he
carried out the first ever recording of Brahms’ and Bartók’s works for two pianos. With
these formations, and as a soloist, Fossi has performed in all the most important musical
seasons in Italy and abroad, in important theatres and festivals in Germany, France,
England, Austria, Spain, Belgium, Poland, Switzerland, the United States, Brazil and South
Korea. He regularly collaborates with international artists, and records for Nimbus, Decca,
Universal, Amadeus, Unicef, and Fenice Diffusione Musicale. Also very active as a teacher
and an organizer, he teaches piano at the Conservatorio “Giacomo Puccini” in Gallarate
(Milan) and chamber music at the Scuola Di Musica di Fiesole. He is also artistic director of
the Association “Nuovi Eventi Musicali” and has been able to bring to Florence artists such
as Rostropovich, Mauricio Kagel and Sofia Gubaidulina.
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Gaetano Donizetti
Sonata for flute and piano (c.1819)

Franz Schubert
Introduction and Variations on ‘Trockne Blumen’
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Flute music of the Classical Era
Although there exists a wealth of music for flute from the Classical period, it is probably true
to say that the greatest composers of the era – Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert –
composed relatively little of it, perhaps because none of them was a flautist. Consider the
fact that Mozart wrote only two concertos for the instrument, as against 27 for his own
instrument the piano, and is said to have actively disliked it. Indeed a significant proportion
of their existing music for flute occurs when the instrument is specified as an admissible
alternative to some other instrument that they favoured more.
Mozart’s Sonata in F major, K.376 is a case in point. It is in fact an alternative form of one
of his sonatas for violin and piano: such works were frequently played and published as
performable on the flute. K. 376 forms part of Mozart’s second set of mature violin sonatas:
a group of six sonatas published in 1781 by Artaria in Vienna, where the composer had
moved that year, having finally broken with his hated patron, Archbishop Colloredo in
Salzburg. One of these sonatas (K.296) was written in Mannheim in 1778, but the other five
(K. 376-80) were composed in Salzburg and Vienna between 1779 and 1781. This set,
brought out as Mozart’s ‘op.2’, is dedicated to his piano-tuner Josepha Auernhammer, and
it was his first Viennese publication. In the 1783 number of Carl Friedrich Cramer’s Magazin
der Musik it was enthusiastically – and perceptively – reviewed, the anonymous writer
offering some significant observations:
These sonatas are the only ones of their kind. Rich in new ideas and in
proofs of the great musical genius of their author. Very brilliant and suited
to the instrument. At the same time the accompaniment of the violin is so
artfully combined with the clavier part that both instruments are kept
constantly on the alert; so that these sonatas require just as skilful a player
on the violin as on the clavier.
4
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seven variations in all that test the skill of both flautist and pianist. The last three are firmly
in E major, and culminate in the especially grandiose and bravura seventh variation, which
forms a substantial, affirmative finale.
Note © copyright 2013 Calum MacDonald

HANSGEORG SCHMEISER began his music studies with Gottfried Hechtl at the
Academy of Music in his home town of Graz. He followed this by studying with Alain
Marion in Paris and Wolfgang Schulz at the Vienna Academy of Music, from where he
graduated with distinction in 1982. He also took part in master classes with Aurèle Nicolet,
Alain Marion and Karl-Heinz Zoeller. Hansgeorg Schmeiser has been a prizewinner in the
Austrian Jeunesse competition on a number of occasions. In 1982 he was engaged as solo
flautist at the Volksoper in Vienna. Since 1984 he has taught at the Vienna Academy of
Music, now University of Music and Performing Arts in Vienna, as Assistant Professor to
Wolfgang Schulz before becoming appointed a full professor responsible for his own flute
class in October 2000. His busy programme of solo and chamber music work has taken him
all over Europe and also to Japan, Taiwan and Korea, where he regularly gives
masterclasses. Since 1993 he has been Director of Seminars at the Neuberg Festival of
Culture and since 2001 lecturer at the European Flute Academy in Fiss (Tyrol), of which he
became Director in 2003. Hansgeorg Schmeiser makes regular guest appearances with the
Vienna Philharmonic and for many years has also been a member of the Vienna Chamber
Orchestra, the “die reihe” ensemble and the “Ensemble 20.Jahrhundert”. In 1993 he
founded the wind quintet “quintett.wien” and in 1996 the “Mozartensemble der Wiener
Volksoper”, with whom he also records for Nimbus Records. Hansgeorg Schmeiser plays a
24 ct. golden flute made by the Japanese company Muramatsu.
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The Sonata is cast in a single movement, beginning with a pensive Largo in C minor that
opens in slow-march style and then develops in the manner of an operatic aria of some
pathos. This proves, however, to be merely the introduction to the main part of the
movement, a sprightly sonata-form Allegro in C major with a more suavely melodic second
subject that appears in orthodox classical manner on the dominant, G. There is also a jocular
codetta theme, and Donizetti gives the performers the opportunity to repeat the exposition.
In the brief development section the flute and the piano’s right hand vie with each other for
bravura figuration, and the recapitulation is entirely orthodox, with the second subject now
in the tonic C. Altogether this is a highly agreeable little work that puts both performers
elegantly through their paces.
Franz Schubert’s only significant work for flute is an offshoot of his famous song-cycle Die
schöne Müllerin, completed in November 1823. In January 1824 he took the melody of the

– and, we may add, they require just as skilful a flautist. Indeed as close forerunners of
Mozart's six ‘Haydn’ string quartets it would be surprising if these sonatas did not
occasionally yield invention of high sublimity.
The Sonata in F major, K.376 was composed in Vienna in summer 1781 and published – as
was often the case with one’s most recently completed piece – as No.1 of the new ‘op.2’
collection. While Mozart’s earlier sonatas adhere to the Baroque concept of a keyboard
sonata to which the melody instrument (be it violin or flute) is essentially subordinate, by
1781 he was writing true duo-sonatas, the two instruments keeping close company yet each
handling the materials in its own characteristic way. And this largely serene work
consistently shows the light touch of a master. Though its themes are sometimes criticized
as being unduly four-square, that feature is offset by the subtlety of their phrasing.

18th song, ‘Trockne Blumen’ (Faded Flowers) and made it the basis of his Introduction and
Variations in E minor on ‘Trockne Blumen’ for flute and piano. It may have been composed for
Schubert’s friend Ferdinand Bogner, a professor of flute at the Vienna Conservatory, but it
remained unpublished – and perhaps unperformed – until 1850, when the work was issued
posthumously as Schubert’s op. 160. Since then it has formed an essential part of the flute
repertoire.

After its initial three bright chords, the exposition of the energetic and optimistic Allegro first
movement is full of attractive and varied ideas, including a more restrained second subject
in B flat and a witty codetta motif. The ensuing development is unconventional, for instead
of returning to the first subject Mozart plays with this codetta-figure and builds up an
impressive paragraph leading to discussion of the second subject. The recapitulation
reinstates the themes omitted in the development, the codetta-figure returning at the terse,
quiet close.

‘Trockne Blumen’ occurs in the song-cycle at a point where the young miller has realized the
futility of his love for the old miller’s daughter. The song is therefore in the minor key, with
a brief turn to the major mode in the middle. Schubert’s Introduction and Variations begins
with an extended, apparently improvisatory Andante introduction, in the poignant E minor
of the song, whose outlines are hinted at. A three-note motif recalls the song’s setting of the
words wovon so nass? (why so damp?) as the young miller sadly contemplates the flowers
of the bouquet his beloved once gave him. The theme is then stated Andantino, but Schubert
does not include the song’s final relapse into the minor, so that the theme simply enacts a
move from minor to major – as, on a larger scale, do the variations themselves. There are

The spacious Andante central movement, in B flat, is in a simple but discreetly embellished
three-part form and certainly qualifies for the epithet ‘sublime’. It is notable for its sinuous
lyric grace and the range of sonority it employs, including murmuring accompanimental
quavers in the flute, pulsing semiquavers and extended trills in both instruments. It is also
magnificently constructed: there is hardly a phrase that does not serve to further the
building of the form, and the constituent motifs are woven into ever-new combinations. The
irresistibly tuneful finale exploits a Haydnesque popular vein, including obstreperous
chordal interruptions and bumps. Direct and humorous in manner, this concluding Rondeau
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is based on an elegant main theme that recurs in slightly different guise on each appearance,
framing substantial and effectively differentiated episodes. The main theme returns for the
last time and leads into a contentedly understated ending.

the second of which is a bravura outing for the flute. The Allegro molto third movement is a
stormy piece, perhaps in the character of an operatic revenge aria, with a slightly calmer
middle section.

In the early 19th century it was not all that unusual to encounter some of Beethoven’s string
quartets being played with a flute replacing one of the violins. Yet he wrote very little
original chamber music for flute. Aside from a couple of sets of variations (the late op. 107
collection is a seldom-performed gem) and a few dance movements, his only mature and
substantial contribution to the instrument’s repertoire is the Serenade, op. 25 for flute, violin
and viola, written in 1801. In 1803, the Bohemian composer Franz X. Kleinheinz (1772-1832),
who had recently arrived in Vienna to study with Beethoven’s old teacher Albrechtsberger,
arranged this work for flute (or violin) and piano. The principal challenge in such a venture
was obviously to provide a convincing bass line for the piano, as op. 25, relying on the viola
for its bass, could never go lower than the octave below middle C; and in this task
Kleinheinz acquitted himself well. The percussive attack of the piano, contrasted with the
melodic line of the flute, adds a dimension lacking in the original form of the work. The
arrangement was obviously carried out with Beethoven’s full approval, and was
presumably Beethoven’s idea in the first place, as he is known to have checked it over and
sanctioned it before it was printed in December, 1803, by Hoffmeister & Kühnel in Leipzig
as the Serenade in D major for flute and piano, op. 41. Though on a much smaller scale,
for the six movements are all concise, the work follows the pattern of Mozart's great
serenades in as much as it begins and ends with fast movements that enclose at least one
slow movement and a minuet. (Mozart would normally have had two minuets, but
Beethoven replaces the second minuet with a scherzo.)

The serenade’s most ample movement is an Andante con variazioni in G major. The main
theme has the hymn-like character of many of Beethoven’s slow movements, and it is
explored through variations sometimes jaunty, sometimes raptly expressive. Instead of a
second minuet, Beethoven interposes a short Allegro scherzando e vivace movement. The
finale begins slowly, Adagio, but this turns out to be the introduction to a concluding rondo,
Allegro vivace disinvolto (the last word signifies ‘freely’), whose episodes are as engaging as
the bubbling, vivacious music of its refrain. Vigorous dotted rhythms, more incisive when
heard on the piano, drive this main theme, and the entire movement never strays from D
major: even the episodes are only distinguished by their different themes.

The opening movement is titled ‘Entrada’ and is a bright, good humoured but slightly
ceremonious march with a hint of a trio-section in the smoother music that appears halfway through. The following Tempo ordinario d’un Minuetto is a rather Haydnesque minuet
that attempts to be dignified but seems continually to be tripping itself up; it has two trios,
6
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Gaetano Donizetti is remembered almost exclusively as a composer of opera, yet the
author of Lucia di Lammermoor, Don Pasquale and L’elisir d’amore was a prolific composer of
instrumental and chamber music, especially in his formative years as a student, initially in
his native Bergamo and later in Bologna. (He wrote, for example, at least 19 string quartets.)
Much of Donizetti’s chamber music was composed for domestic performance in Bergamo
at the house of Alessandro Bertoli, a connoisseur of chamber of music under whose roof he
was able to hear the works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. The Sonata in C minor for
flute and piano, whose manuscript is dated Bergamo, 15 May 1819 and designated ‘for the
use of Signora Marianna Pezzoli-Grattaroli’, should be located in this milieu. The lady in
question, the wife of a wealthy citizen of Bergamo who believed in encouraging youthful
artists, was a talented pianist, to whom Donizetti dedicated several works. He was aged 21
- not exactly a Wunderkind like Mozart, but still an extremely talented young man. (The work
has also found currency as a Concertino for flute and small orchestra, but the arrangement
is not Donizetti’s own.)
NI 5912
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